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WordPress: The Missing Manual 2020-09-18 whether you re a budding blogger or seasoned web designer wordpress is a brilliant tool for creating websites once you know

how to tap into its impressive features the latest edition of this jargon free missing manual shows you how to use wordpress s themes widgets and plug ins to build just about

any kind of site the important stuff you need to know set up wordpress configure wordpress on your web host or get it running on your home computer create your site get

hands on instructions for building all types of websites from blogs to business sites with ecommerce features jazz it up add picture galleries slideshows video clips music

players and podcasts add features select from thousands of plug ins to enhance your site s capabilities from contact forms to a basic shopping cart build a truly unique site

customize a wordpress theme to create a site that looks exactly the way you want attract an audience use seo site statistics and social sharing to reach more people stay

safe use backup and staging tools to protect your content and avoid catastrophe

WordPress for Libraries 2015-08-13 wordpress is not only the most popular blogging software in the world but it is also a powerful content management system that runs

more than 23 percent of all websites the current version alone has been downloaded almost 20 million times and the wordpress community has built more than 38 000

plugins to extend and enhance the system libraries are using this technology to create community oriented websites blogs subject guides digital archives and more this hands

on practical book walks readers through the entire process of setting up a wordpress website for their library provides tips and best practices for using themes and library

oriented plug ins and contains information on how to use wordpress to create nontraditional library websites no matter your library s size or resources this all in one practical

manual will show you how to improve your website by building it in wordpress through projects such as how to install and use common plugins how to install and customize a

theme how to build an exhibit to display an image collection how to analyze and manage your content in wordpress how to create re usable chunks of text with shortcodes

how to build a professional library website

Teach Yourself VISUALLY WordPress 2015-06-22 clear the blog fog with this complete visual guide to the wordpress platform teach yourself visually wordpress 3rd edition

introduces you to the exciting possibilities of one of the world s most popular blogging platforms and shows you how to build your blog from idea to execution this edition has

been updated to reflect the changes and new features of wordpress and includes coverage of mobile blogging solutions that allow you to post on the go richly illustrated with

screenshots and examples from the author s own wordpress blogs this highly visual guide walks you through the setup and creation process step by step and offers expert

tips and tricks every step of the way from installing wordpress and choosing a theme to custom site editing and self hosting this book provides the answers you need and

helps you get organized and published quickly this is your essential guide to getting the most out of wordpress from basic setup to advanced mobile features customize your

site with plug ins themes and personalized editing blog whenever wherever with mobile blogging solutions buy your domain choose a hosting service and set up the admin

stuff learn the best practices that result in engaging dynamic websites whether you re promoting a business building a personal brand or just have something to say this is

your no nonsense guide to building your blog

Embedded Librarianship: Tools and Practices 2012 expert guides to library systems and services

Complex TV 2015-04-10 complex tv is one of the most exciting books i have ever read each chapter contains useful and well defined terms to put to work in formal analysis

and every argument is backed up with lively detailed and entertaining readings of familiar tv texts the result is a rich and thorough piece of scholarship that will do for
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television studies what david bordwell s historical poetics has famously done for film robyn warhol co editor of narrative theory unbound queer and feminist interventions

Affiliate Program Management 2011-04-12 affiliate marketing is hot here s how to get your program going nearly every retailer in the internet retailers top 500 has an affiliate

marketing program now free affiliate networks automation software and pay for performance compensation models are making it easy for small businesses to take advantage

of this marketing tool in the popular an hour a day format this guide features a detailed real world task based approach to developing launching and managing a successful

affiliate marketing program it explores market research determining payment models and reporting guidelines recruiting affiliates crafting appropriate communications and

much more affiliate marketing programs help boost marketing efforts without incurring excessive costs this hour a day guide provides everything merchants business owners

and those charged with managing an affiliate program need to know offers a modern real world step by step guide to researching launching managing and optimizing a

successful affiliate marketing program covers social media creating policies working with feeds coupons widgets and video creating compelling content handling partners who

are not meeting goals and much more affiliate program management an hour a day is the do it yourself guide to planning and maintaining a successful affiliate program

What To Do When There's Too Much To Do 2012-07-02 stack shows how to hone in on the high value tasks protect the time to do them focus on their execution and organize

life around the stuff that really matters her innovative step by step productivity workflow formula pwf allows readers to work differently and do less to achieve more

Medieval Narratives of Alexander the Great 2018 an investigation into the depiction and reception of the figure of alexander in the literatures of medieval europe

AI Narratives 2020-02-28 this book is the first to examine the history of imaginative thinking about intelligent machines as real artificial intelligence ai begins to touch on all

aspects of our lives this long narrative history shapes how the technology is developed deployed and regulated it is therefore a crucial social and ethical issue part i of this

book provides a historical overview from ancient greece to the start of modernity these chapters explore the revealing pre history of key concerns of contemporary ai

discourse from the nature of mind and creativity to issues of power and rights from the tension between fascination and ambivalence to investigations into artificial voices and

technophobia part ii focuses on the twentieth and twenty first centuries in which a greater density of narratives emerge alongside rapid developments in ai technology these

chapters reveal not only how ai narratives have consistently been entangled with the emergence of real robotics and ai but also how they offer a rich source of insight into

how we might live with these revolutionary machines through their close textual engagements these chapters explore the relationship between imaginative narratives and

contemporary debates about ai s social ethical and philosophical consequences including questions of dehumanization automation anthropomorphisation cybernetics

cyberpunk immortality slavery and governance the contributions from leading humanities and social science scholars show that narratives about ai offer a crucial epistemic

site for exploring contemporary debates about these powerful new technologies

Impostures 2021-09-07 one of the wall street journal s top 10 books of the year winner 2020 sheikh zayed book award translation category shortlist 2021 national translation

award finalist 2021 prose award literature category fifty rogue s tales translated fifty ways an itinerant con man a gullible eyewitness narrator voices spanning continents and

centuries these elements come together in impostures a groundbreaking new translation of a celebrated work of arabic literature impostures follows the roguish abū zayd al

sarūjī in his adventures around the medieval middle east we encounter him impersonating a preacher pretending to be blind and lying to a judge in every escapade he

shows himself to be a brilliant and persuasive wordsmith composing poetry palindromes and riddles on the spot award winning translator michael cooperson transforms arabic
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wordplay into english wordplay of his own using fifty different registers of english from the distinctive literary styles of authors such as geoffrey chaucer mark twain and virginia

woolf to global varieties of english including cockney rhyming slang nigerian english and singaporean english featuring picaresque adventures and linguistic acrobatics

impostures brings the spirit of this masterpiece of arabic literature into english in a dazzling display of translation an english only edition

Ignite Your Beacon 2015-06-23 ignite your beacon is about uncovering truth living with intention and contributing your gifts to the world it is tony robbins meets rich mullins it

is a combination of a self help and others help book an empowerment tool seeking to help individuals uncover potentially long neglected tools and skills that were contained

since birth and encourage them to employ these skills in new and powerful ways the book talks about dissembling fear one brick at a time employing the deep drives that

have composed the threads of your spirit from your youth approaching life with courage on a daily basis and experiencing the synergistic existence that is a natural by product

of helping others to do all of the above as well most non fiction books cover ground in relation to a handful of topics but they may not show how these topics are connected

let alone why they matter to the reader and what to do about it ignite your beacon is a book aimed at solving this problem it is a book that not only informs but equips the

reader to render themselves 180 degrees within the most valuable and actionable arenas of life this book is a great read for anyone that is interested in motivational non

fiction and is a fan of tony robbins jim rohn rich mullins dale partridge zig ziglar dale carnegie dale partridge robert kiyosaki donald trump malcolm gladwell and nick vujicic

Artificial Intelligence in Finance 2023-01-20 this book provides a comprehensive analysis of the primary challenges opportunities and regulatory developments associated with

the use of artificial intelligence ai in the financial sector it will show that while ai has the potential to promote a more inclusive and competitive financial system the increasing

use of ai may bring certain risks and regulatory challenges that need to be addressed by regulators and policymakers

Digital Forensics and Cyber Crime 2020-11-01 do you want to learn to code but don t know where to start this book cuts through the noise and gives you a no nonsense

guide to learning and landing your first job as a software developer each chapter leaves you with actionable steps so you can get started right away here are the topics

covered how to create a learning plan how when and where to network as a software developer how to market yourself to look professional how to handle job applications

and interviews how to land your first job in the industry this is version 2 and has been completely updated and re edited based off of feedback and changes in the tech

industry

Learn to Code. Get a Job. 2024-03-04 code your digital universe with precision using this comprehensive mcq mastery guide on web development tailored for students

developers and enthusiasts this resource offers a curated selection of practice questions covering key concepts languages and frameworks in web development delve deep

into html css javascript and popular web development frameworks while enhancing your problem solving skills whether you re preparing for exams or seeking to reinforce your

practical knowledge this guide equips you with the tools needed to excel master web development and unlock endless possibilities in the digital realm with confidence using

this indispensable resource

WEB DEVELOPMENT 2024-02-27 create an attractive website that draws in visitors no coding required there s more to building a website than just picking a theme and

dropping in text and images creating a site that attracts visitors and turns those visitors into customers requires some professional insight and a few tips and tricks building diy

websites for dummies guides non designers through the steps of creating an attractive and effective website using today s top web based tools this book helps you launch or
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improve your website designed to boost your entrepreneurial endeavors small business or personal passion with this easy to follow dummies guide you can skip learning the

complicated coding that runs a site and focus on the parts that attract visitors and search engines grab this book and get expert insight on how to craft a usable design create

site content improve site findability and convert browsers into buyers discover how to select hosting services email providers and beginner friendly website creators build your

own website without needing to learn any code learn how to create an attractive design develop content and present it all in a way that will appeal to your target audience

improve your site s search engine findability and resonate with your target customer this dummies guide is an excellent choice for non designers who want to create a website

without hiring someone to do it for them learn the ropes follow the best practices and launch your site

Building DIY Websites For Dummies 2011-10-12 entrepreneurial journalism will inspire you with what s possible and show you the mechanics behind building a business

working through eight clear and concise stages you ll explore the secrets of successful news startups including how they re making money and learn how to be an upstart

yourself building an innovative and sustainable news business from scratch each chapter starts with a real entrepreneur s experience teasing out how savvy and opportunistic

journalists found their way to success mark briggs then helps you size up the market harness technology turn your idea into a product or service explore revenue streams

estimate costs and launch build your business action items at the end of each chapter get you thinking through each step of your business plan

Entrepreneurial Journalism 2012 launch yourself into the new news economy the digital revolution that provides so many options for news consumers also means massive

opportunity for journalists the trick see the disruption as an opening you can attack entrepreneurial journalism will inspire you with what s possible and show you the

mechanics behind building a business working through eight clear and concise stages you ll explore the secrets of successful news startups including how they re making

money and learn how to be an upstart yourself building an innovative and sustainable news business from scratch each chapter starts with a real entrepreneur s experience

teasing out how savvy and opportunistic journalists found their way to success mark briggs then helps you size up the market harness technology turn your idea into a

product or service explore revenue streams estimate costs and launch build your business action items at the end of each chapter get you thinking through each step of your

business plan discover how traditional news organizations are evolving and innovating where the jobs are today and where the new jobs will be tomorrow learn from the

pioneers and become one

Entrepreneurial Journalism: How to Build What's Next for News 2020-11-11 this up to date volume of topical school library connection articles provides school librarians and lis

professors with a one stop source of information for supporting the core library principle of intellectual freedom school librarians continue to advocate for and champion

student privacy and the right to read and have unfettered access to needed information updated and current information concerning these issues is critical to school librarians

working daily with students parents and faculty to manage library programs services and print and digital collections this volume is an invaluable resource as school librarians

revisit collection development scheduling access and other policies library science professors will find this updated volume useful for information and discussion with students

drawing on the archives of school library connection library media connection and school library monthly magazines and with comprehensive updates throughout chapters

tackle privacy the right to read censorship equal access to information and other intellectual freedom issues new laws and legal and ethical opinions continue to appear and

help inform the daily response school librarians have to current issues this volume updates all included articles with current legal thought and opinion intellectual freedom
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expert april dawkins offers practical advice and commentary throughout

Intellectual Freedom Issues in School Libraries 2016-10-04 desire a book to cozy up with by a wintery window how about an addictive page turner for sunbathing on the

beach thousands of new books are published each year and if you re a book lover or just book curious choosing what to read next can seem like an impossible task a year of

reading relieves the anxiety by helping you find just the right read and includes fun and interactive subcategories for each choice including description and history extra credit

did you know have you seen the film and more a year of reading also gives advice and tips on how to join or start a book group and where to look for other reading

recommendations perfect for clubs or passionate individuals this beautiful and concise second edition is the essential guide to picking up your next inspiring entertaining and

thought provoking book

A Year of Reading 2022-03-29 highlighting activities and discussion questions that will pique student interest and facilitate instruction the 8th edition of this well known school

library text gathers management articles into a ready to use volume that showcases current best practices this 8th edition of school library management offers a fully updated

collection of articles designed to guide both new and practicing school librarians it gathers information about the issues and trends in the field programming ideas and advice

from school library leaders contemporary articles from the past five years of school library connection bring this edition up to the present carefully curated chapters address

today s best practices to improve school library programs integrating technology considerations throughout each of the sections authors cover timely topics such as equity

diversity and inclusion budgets copyright librarian professional development evaluation and advocacy each chapter begins with an introduction to put issues into context and

ends with activities that will help librarians further explore all readers will appreciate this volume as one stop shopping for readings that address best practices in light of major

new guiding documents and standards in the school library field

School Library Management 2013-10-19 a thorough and informative guide with as many references to websites for northern irish genealogy as for the republic of ireland who

do you think you are magazine ireland has experienced considerably more tragedy when it comes to the preservation of resources for family historians than its close neighbor

britain many of the nation s primary records were lost during the civil war in 1922 and through other equally tragic means but in this new book chris paton the northern irish

born author of the bestselling tracing your family history on the internet shows that not only has a great deal of information survived it is also increasingly being made

available online thanks to the pioneering efforts of the public record office of northern ireland the national archives of ireland organizations such as findmypast ireland ancestry

co uk and rootsireland and the massive volunteer genealogical community more and more of ireland s historical resources are accessible from afar as well as exploring the

various categories of records that the family historian can turn to chris paton illustrates their use with fascinating case studies he fully explores the online records available

from both the north and the south from the earliest times to the present day many overseas collections are also included and he looks at social networking in an irish context

where many exciting projects are currently underway his book is an essential introduction and source of reference for anyone who is keen to trace their irish roots chris paton

has produced this much needed book for researchers tracing irish roots pulling together all the current online resources and expert advice into one handy guide family tree

magazine

Tracing Your Irish Family History on the Internet 2017-01-03 let chalene johnson turbocharge your habits your diet and your life with the updated enhanced edition of push
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that includes 18 exclusive videos of chalene discussing her trademark 30 day program plus motivational and organizational techniques with a brand new chapter push distills

the wisdom that has made chalene a fitness queen a totally unique 30 day system that helps you reset your priorities get your life together and lose weight for good chalene

gives you the life changing tools you need to change your habits with 30 days of practical steps that include pinpointing goals reverse engineering a course of action to

achieve them and kicking the clutter whether that means junk food draining exercise regimens or toxic relationships in one month you will learn how to create layers of

accountability and support so that success is your only option additionally chalene shares 30 ridiculously easy and delicious throw and go recipes that she a self confessed

mess in the kitchen created herself she also guides you to find your soul mate workouts the exercises you ll love for life and that will never feel like work her bangin body

workout gives you the 30 moves you need for total body fitness for life

PUSH (Enhanced Edition) 2017-01-03 let chalene johnson turbocharge your habits your diet and your life with the updated edition of push with a brand new chapter push

distills charlene s hard earned wisdom and expertise into a totally unique 30 day system that will help you reset your priorities develop new habits and lose weight for good

chalene gives you the life changing tools you need to change your habits with 30 days of practical steps that include pinpointing goals reverse engineering a course of action

to achieve them and kicking the clutter whether that means junk food draining exercise regimens or toxic relationships in one month you will learn how to create layers of

accountability and support so that success is your only option push also includes 30 ridiculously easy and delicious throw and go recipes that chalene a self confessed mess

in the kitchen created herself and of course no book from charlene is complete without her bangin body workout the key moves you need for total body fitness for life

PUSH 2010-08-10 this adobe approved project based guide from one of the world s most popular web design authors david powers will teach readers how to progress from

designing static websites to building dynamic websites in adobe dreamweaver cs5 using step by step instructions with projects that build on the knowledge acquired in each

lesson readers will learn about the new php features in dreamweaver cs5 including the ability to work in live view with wordpress as well as extended support for php code

hints syntax checking and dynamically related files readers will learn how to upload images and send email with attachments using the zend framework in contrast to existing

books on the zend framework this book will show web designers and developers with little or no programming experience how to use selected modules to integrate dynamic

features into existing sites there is a strong emphasis on following security best practices readers will also learn progressive enhancement techniques for updating pages

seamlessly with php and ajax all of peachpit s ebooks contain the same content as the print edition you will find a link in the last few pages of your ebook that directs you to

the media files helpful tips if you are able to search the book search for where are the lesson files go to the very last page of the book and scroll backwards you will need a

web enabled device or computer in order to access the media files that accompany this ebook entering the url supplied into a computer with web access will allow you to get

to the files depending on your device it is possible that your display settings will cut off part of the url to make sure this is not the case try reducing your font size and turning

your device to a landscape view this should cause the full url to appear

Adobe Dreamweaver CS5 with PHP 2017-10-11 this timely analysis brings greater clarity to the question of how ict supported innovations are experienced in small low to

middle income countries and developing regions with implications for international education and development by bringing together a group of international technologists

researchers and scholars this book explores the building of local capacity for educational technology policy and application in such regions and ably links theory to practice to
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illuminate how the issues at hand play out in professional practice the volume offers itself as an invaluable resource by offering a salient assessment of the existent

methodological and ecological challenges and constraints in developing implementing and evaluating technology and technology research while simultaneously providing

recommendations and strategy for future policy and implementation among the topics covered the research agenda for technology education and development ict curriculum

planning and development policy and implementation lessons from small developing states new challenges for ict in education policies in developing countries playful

partnerships for game based learning in international contexts addressing persistent ict in education challenges in small developing countries ict supported innovations in

small countries and developing regions is of significant interest to educational technology researchers policymakers and officials with influence over resource allocation and

implementation of technology innovations it is also relevant to administrators teachers instructional designers and technology evaluators interested in advancing educational

communications and technology in public and private settings

ICT-Supported Innovations in Small Countries and Developing Regions 2019-04-15 this book provides librarians interested in developing a residency program with practical

advice about how to create manage and assess such a program it offers an overview of the history of library residencies describes the benefits of the program for

stakeholders and addresses components of developing managing and assessing the program

Developing a Residency Program 2015-09-14 usability professionals workshop deals with the practical applications of human machine interaction research it is organized by

the german acm specialty section of the upa usability professionals association the volume presents the latest research findings through case studies and practice reports

along with in depth discussions

Mensch und Computer 2015 – Usability Professionals 2016-12-01 designed for experienced librarians librarians new to the profession and library school students

onlineteaching and learning a practical guide for librarians provides a comprehensive framework that encompasses all aspects of planning designing creating implementing

and assessing online learning for all types of libraries including public academic special and k 12 it also provides a valuable guide for teachers administrators and other

educators

Online Teaching and Learning 2023-07-03 at a moment when the eportfolio has been recognized as a high impact practice as a unique site for hosting student integrative

learning and as a powerful genre for assessment this book provides faculty staff and administrators with a set of frameworks and models useful for guiding students in

designing and creating eportfolios that clearly communicate their purpose and effectively use the affordances of the medium in short this book both illustrates and provides

guidance on how to support the development of students eportfolio literacy the eportfolio curricular models provided in eportfolio as curriculum include both those integrated

within existing disciplinary courses and those offered through credit bearing stand alone courses in taking up questions focused on what students need to know and do in

becoming informed effective eportfolio makers the contributors to this volume from the standpoint of their course outcomes and institutional contexts present various

approaches to developing an eportfolio curriculum individually and collectively the chapters explain ways to engage students in understanding the potential purposes

structures audiences and designs of eportfolios in developing the reflective practices for contextualizing and informing the selection and curation of artifacts and in creating

appropriate focus and coherence synthesizing insights from the previous chapters the concluding chapter identifies six consistent features of an eportfolio curriculum that
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support the development of students eportfolio literacy in addition kathleen blake yancey identifies and defines seven common eportfolio curricular dimensions that contribute

to students eportfolio literacy among them student agency digital identity and campus and global citizenship not least she describes new practices emerging from eportfolio

curricula including new eportfolio specific genres new metaphors used to characterize eportfolios and their practices and new issues that the eportfolio curriculum raises

ePortfolio as Curriculum 2013-09-10 a behind the scenes look at the firm behind wordpress com and the unique work culture that contributes to its phenomenal success 50

million websites or twenty percent of the entire web use wordpress software the force behind wordpress com is a convention defying company called automattic inc whose

120 employees work from anywhere in the world they wish barely use email and launch improvements to their products dozens of times a day with a fraction of the resources

of google amazon or facebook they have a similar impact on the future of the internet how is this possible what s different about how they work and what can other

companies learn from their methods to find out former microsoft veteran scott berkun worked as a manager at wordpress com leading a team of young programmers

developing new ideas the year without pants shares the secrets of wordpress com s phenomenal success from the inside berkun s story reveals insights on creativity

productivity and leadership from the kind of workplace that might be in everyone s future offers a fast paced and entertaining insider s account of how an amazing powerful

organization achieves impressive results includes vital lessons about work culture and managing creativity written by author and popular blogger scott berkun scottberkun com

the year without pants shares what every organization can learn from the world changing ideas for the future of work at the heart of automattic s success

The Year Without Pants 2021-02-25 this volume unpacks the multidimensional realities of political violence and how these crimes are dealt with throughout the us judicial

system using a mixed methods approach the work seeks to challenge the often noted problems with mainstream terrorism research namely an overreliance on secondary

sources a scarcity of data driven analyses and a tendency for authors not to work collaboratively this volume inverts these challenges situating itself within primary source

materials empirically studied through collaborative inter generational statistical analysis through a focused exploration of how these crimes are influenced by gender ethnicity

ideology tactical choice geography and citizenship the chapters offered here represent scholarship from a pool of more than sixty authors utilizing a variety of quantitative and

qualitative methods including regression and other forms of statistical analysis grounded theory qualitative comparative analysis corpus linguistics and discourse analysis the

researchers in this book explore not only the subject of political violence and the law but also the craft of research in bringing together these emerging voices this volume

seeks to challenge expertism while privileging the empirical this book will be of much interest to students of terrorism and political violence criminology and us politics

Prosecuting Political Violence 2021-06-24 this book serves as both a textbook and reference for faculty and students in lis courses on storytelling and a professional guide for

practicing librarians particularly youth services librarians in public and school libraries storytelling art and technique serves professors students and practitioners alike as a

textbook reference and professional guide it provides practical instruction and concrete examples of how to use the power of story to build literacy and presentation skills as

well as to create community in those same educational spaces this text illustrates the value of storytelling covers the history of storytelling in libraries and offers valuable

guidance for bringing stories to contemporary listeners with detailed instructions on the selection preparation and presentation of stories it also provides guidance around the

planning and administration of a storytelling program topics include digital storytelling open mics and slams and the neuroscience of storytelling an extensive and helpful

section of resources for the storyteller is included in an expanded part v of this edition
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Storytelling 2013-12-29 a cryptocurrency is a digital medium of exchange the first cryptocurrency to begin trading was bitcoin in 2009 since then numerous cryptocurrencies

have become available this global phenomenon has taken the world by storm learn more about bitcoins litecoins primecoins peercoins and many others in this guide

Bitcoins, litecoins, what coins? 2017-03-14 claims and counter claims accusations and allegations nsa spying and suppressed evidence cover ups and threats documented

connections and intrigue suggestions of a new world order are we to believe the coincidences are mere chance might the paranoid be on to something who really holds the

levers of power history admonishes us to be vigilant of hidden plots and nefarious agendas of governments and the powerful shedding light onto sometimes sinister and

coercive groups secret societies the complete guide to histories rites and rituals is packed with details on nearly 200 organizations their histories found members backgrounds

and suspected conspiracies it uncovers and examines the hidden overlooked and buried history of some of the most notorious groups including the illuminati the freemasons

skull and bones world bankers the secret government and extraterrestrial invaders to name a few tracing the chilling and corrosive affects of powerful cliques and their plots it

exposes their deep reach into the operations of today s world providing gripping details presenting the facts and letting the reader decide this revealing work probes the

hidden agendas and agreements of secret cabals and associations along the way it debunks myths and presents the evidence on an invisible world of influence and power

Secret Societies 1998-04 時代の夢と憧れを乗せた超豪華船 タイタニック号 の遭難 それは当時の人々が持っていた機械文明に対する楽天的な信仰をゆるがした その犠牲者は上流社交界の人々と三等船室にいた多くの貧

しい人々である 処女航海で海の藻屑と消えた船で繰り広げられた人間劇 多くの資料と生存者の談話をもとに その伝説の真相にせまった 優れた記録文学

タイタニック号の最後 2015-12-11 people today use technology on different devices in different locations users expect to access information on all relevant screens and across

multiple channels through smartphones tablets laptops desktops smart internet connected tvs and other devices such as smartwatches for example multiscreen is no longer a

nice add on it s a requirement in this environment user experience needs to cater to multiple devices this book provides a holistic approach that will help ux professionals to

offer a hands on guide for ux design across multiple screens it presents an opportunity to learn how to cater designs for customers readers will find patterns strategies

examples and case studies methodologies and insights to help inspire them to develop a viable strategy for their own digital products and services ux professionals will walk

through important elements of multiscreen ux investigating the devices and their capabilities understanding the users and their capabilities considering the context in which

users use these devices navigating next generation information experiences and the future of content management designing content and ui architecture for multiscreen

projects a hands on practical guide to ux design for how users approach content across more than one screen at a time discusses devices users and their practices includes

best practices real world examples and tips and tricks a preface written by scott jenson

Multiscreen UX Design 2021-06-17 entre 1880 y la primera mitad del siglo xx la dinámica y optimista ciudad de buenos aires fue el escenario que desarrolló el conjunto

arquitectónico de mejor empaque y calidad de latinoamérica sin embargo ya en 1946 ese agudo ensayista y pensador que fue ezequiel martínez estrada analiza en la

cabeza de goliat el desproporcionado crecimiento de una ciudad que fiel a sus fundacionales orígenes comerciales avanza borrando las huellas de sus pasos y como

demoliendo la arquitectura derriba también su historia haciendo que arquitectura e historia en buenos aires parezcan inconciliables la cantidad de edificios demolidos

mutilados ocupados indebidamente y convertidos en ruinas es enorme y aumenta como no es posible nombrarlos a todos este libro ha realizado una selección ordenada

cronológicamente de catorce de ellos desentrañando la compleja red de su circunstancia relacionándolos con otros ejemplares de buenos aires y del exterior con el fin de
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entenderlos como emergentes y testimonios de su época y cómo su existencia actualmente contribuiría a satisfacer necesidades creacionales e identitaria de la rica y

cambiante sociedad porteña entendiendo como cultura lo que una sociedad se empeña en mantener en su memoria y como sin memoria no hay historia los autores nos

proponen una búsqueda en la memoria historia y patrimonio tríada que al entrelazarse ha permitido dar voz a una significativa arquitectura silenciada de buenos aires pues

su existencia ha sido parcial o totalmente negada al ser demolida durante el siglo xx en este libro los autores han evitado hacer una mirada al pasado y lo perdido desde la

idealización de una época de grandes cambios y concentración urbana la buenos aires de antaño no es estudiada como un amable álbum de postales de bienestar y

estética europea sin embargo no elude el análisis comparativo entre el patrimonio legado por la generación de 1880 y del centenario con respecto a la pobreza formal y

significativa de la arquitectura que la era de los bicentenarios deja a futuras generaciones

Buenos aires en demolición 2022-09-01 with an epic career that spanned two thirds of the twentieth century c vann woodward 1908 1999 was a historian of singular

importance a brilliant writer his work captivated both academic and public audiences he also figured prominently in the major intellectual conflicts between left and right during

the last half of the twentieth century although his unwavering commitment to free speech and racial integration that affirmed his liberalism in the 1950s struck some as

emblematic of his growing conservatism by the 1990s woodward s vision still permeates our understandings of the american south and of the history of race relations in the

united states indeed as this fresh and revealing biography shows he displayed a rare genius and enthusiasm for crafting lessons from the past that seemed directly applicable

to the concerns of the present a practice that more than once cast doubt on his scholarship james c cobb offers many original insights into woodward s early years and

private life his long career and his almost mythic public persona in a time where the study and substance of american history are profoundly contested woodward s career is

replete with lessons in how myths about the past some created by historians themselves come to be enshrined as historical truth

C. Vann Woodward 2015-05-11 um das ansehen von medizinischen forschern ist es in der westlichen welt nicht überall gut bestellt in den 1990er jahren gelangte das thema

medizinischer forschungsbetrug erstmals in den usa in das öffentliche bewusstsein eine debatte um begünstigende strukturen und denkbare kontrollinstrumente zur

eindämmung von missbrauch entbrannte in deutschland blieb ein solcher diskurs bis zur jahrhundertwende zunächst aus der band nimmt wissenschaftlich arbeitende Ärzte

die ethischen anforderungen denen sie sich ausgesetzt sehen und das system in dem sie arbeiten in den fokus stella elaine urbans analyse von betrugsfällen deckt

wissenschaftsimmanente und individuelle fallstricke auf die unredliche forschung begünstigen es zeigt sich dass die wissenschaftliche integrität unterstützt und geschützt

werden muss um das vertrauen in die medizin wiederherzustellen

Forschungsbetrug in der Medizin
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